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Capacity 100,980 eggs (165 egg flat)
99,144 (54 egg flat)

Fixed Rack Systems

The Super Classic range is a fixed-rack setting system designed
for high productivity and simplicity of operation and control.
The EmTech advanced air circulation system coupled with the PIR
interlocking cabinet panels provides excellent thermal uniformity.
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612 Individual Tray frames installed
into fixed rack frame and turning
system
Can be installed on the exact same
footprint as the CM Classic Setter
2 section controlled setter with 8 x
fan assemblies
Each section will have 4 x fan board
assemblies with on-board 1200 watt
heater elements per fan
High Capacity smooth cooling coils, for
maximum air flow
High capacity cooling and superb airflow
design permits for operational flexibility,
single or multistage
Each fan unit will have a heating capacity of
1,200 watts and 9.6kW for the machine
EmTech Eclipse controls
Fixed rack tray setting, operated by 12 x
individual 24VDC actuator systems, each
turning 3 x stacks

Fully insulated white food safe metal interlocking
sandwich panel construction, consisting of a PIR
(fire rated) insulation core, interlocking panels
ensures a good air tight seal for excellent thermal
insulation and cabinet strength
Optional upgrade available for the optimisation of the
single stage operation (if required). The upgrade includes:
cabinet seals for faster CO2 concentration and machine
warm up time, rear exhaust motorised dampers and the
doubling of heating capacity to 19.2kW
One UltraMist® humidity system
per control section. This highly efficient,
low-maintenance system doesn’t need a
water tank or purified water to operate
2 Zone control system. Each environmentally
controlled zone has 4 fan and heater assemblies
and 2 sets of cooling coils
NO MORE BLOCKED NOZZLES
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